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1.   INTRODUCTION 

All English language instructing and preparing experts concur that English language aptitudes incorporate perusing, 

composing, talking, tuning in, and word reference capability.  

A dictionary is a vital instrument for anybody learning another dialect to locate the importance of the word that an 

individual can see or hear.  

This exploration will address about the significance of the lexicon in learning English, We will likewise make reference to 

the explanations behind the utilization of the word reference in English, the kinds of word references and the contrasts 

among them and their advantages for understudies and students. 

The dictionary is a tool for collecting, clarifying and clarifying linguistic expressions. On the off chance that you go 

anyplace on the planet you will discover somebody communicating in English. In any case, when and why English turned 

into the official language of networks. 

It is the most spoken language on the planet. 

There will dependably be something that can be rehearsed with in excess of a fourth of the world's English-talking 

populace. English is comprehended and/or spoken by around 1 to 1.6 billion individuals, just as the 400 million local 

speakers of English, which depends little on how you check. 

An English dictionary is often useful for you to learn English. On the off chance that we search for "lexicon" in a lexicon, 

we will get definitions, for example, "A book that rundowns the expressions of a language one after another in order and 

gives a portrayal of it or its identical in different dialects.  

There are numerous sorts of word references, some broad and some exceptionally particular, and can be all valuable; 

however the two most suitable lexicons are monolingual lexicons and bilingual lexicons. 

With heaps of various word references, take a gander at five distinct kinds of dictionaries to see which ones are best for 

you. 

2.   BILINGUAL DICTIONARY 

This is nearly the primary kind of lexicons you see when you begin learning English. The principal half is to search for 

words in another dialect and understand in English. The other portion of the lexicon contains words in English and their 

comparable in another dialect.  

This sort of lexicons is helpful and valuable for learners since it is anything but difficult to locate the importance of words 

rapidly. His issues are that occasionally the full importance of the word is somewhat unique and urges understudies to 

interpret as opposed to deduction English. 
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3.   THE MONOLINGUAL DICTIONARY 

There is a decent determination of accessible monolingual word references that spread various kinds of English. There are 

even lexicons for complex acts and axioms. The lexicon utilizes just a single language and the implications of words are 

clarified in that language with numerous precedents.  

These lexicons are useful for the most exceptional students in the language as they urge individuals to think in English 

and help them to work on perusing when they scan for the implications of words. 

4.  ELECTRONIC DICTIONARY 

It is conceivable to discover bilingual and monolingual word references. Indeed, even some electronic word references 

have distinctive lexicons stacked inside.  

Electronic lexicons can be valuable in the event that they are great to utilize, particularly since they frequently give you 

voice guides to ensure you're stating the words. Be that as it may, be cautious about their utilization a ton. In the event that 

you depend on a ton of interpretation on an electronic word reference, they can stop your talking and listening abilities to 

be familiar. 

5.  DICTIONARIES FOUND IN THE INTERNET 

There are a lot of word references on the Internet. A considerable lot of the best ones are free and offer valuable 

administration. Online lexicons from well known distributers, for example, Cambridge University Press are normally 

exceptionally exact. 

In the end, I prefer to use an English-English-Arabic dictionary, which I highly recommend to students and trainees, 

because it is of great benefit and greater clarity of words with their definitions and examples. 
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